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Translator’s Foreword

One of the most severely tried and steadfast figures of Bábí and Bahá’í early history is a merchant from Qazvin by the name of Hájí Nasír. This unassuming champion of the Cause of the Báb and Bahá’u’lláh led a most remarkable life, which will be briefly outlined in this monograph, and his fascinating account of the events of Shaykh Tabarsí offered in translation will occupy the main part of this monograph. The original text of the same account will also be given in an appendix to facilitate the study of this important and rare manuscript. In addition, a section is offered outlining the primary source documents on the battle of Shaykh Tabarsí, and an appendix is added that provides a non-Bábí account of the event, translated by Habib Borjian.

I wish to thank Ivan Lloyd for granting permission to use his drawing on the cover page, Dr. Moojan Momen for bringing to my attention several important sources for biography of Hájí Nasír and Steve Cooney for sharing a copy of Prof Borjian’s paper. My most heartfelt gratitude goes to my dear collaborator Phillip Tussing, who, as in so many previous projects, read through the entire manuscript and offered many critical suggestions for its improvement. A truer friend is hard to imagine.

As always, I remain solely responsible for any errors or shortcomings in the present monograph.

Ahang Rabbani
Houston, Texas
May 2007
Hájí Nasír Qazvíní: A Short Biography

Hájí Nasír, or more fully, Hájí Muhammad-Nasír Táb-Tharáh\(^1\), was born and raised in Qazvin, in the north-western part of Iran. He was an affluent merchant of good repute. He embraced the Bábí movement in the early years of the religion through fervent discussions and the teaching of Akhúnd Mullá Jalíl Urúmí, one of the Letters of the Living. Fádil Mázandarání reports that when Hájí Nasír had acknowledged the claims of the Báb, Mullá Jalíl warned him that a mere acknowledgement was not sufficient:

O Hájí! Beware that in this wondrous Cause testimony is not sufficient through speech and belief is not entrusted to the tongue. The sign of faith is the willingness to be sacrificed and radiant acquiescence in martyrdom in God’s path. You cannot claim to be a Bábí unless you reach the ultimate stage of detachment from personal welfare, material comforts and family life.

Now return to your home and in solitude reflect on this for a while: When the hour has come to arise and render victorious the Beloved of the World, and a large multitude have arisen to confiscate your possessions, take your wife, slay your children and offer you the choice between recantation and freedom, or confession of faith and suffering, under such a condition, if you have the resolve to endure all of these afflictions and remain constant in the Cause, only then you are worthy to be considered a Bábí. Otherwise, all is lost.\(^2\)

---

\(^1\) Often the title of a person who becomes affluent through a goodly character and positive business practices.

Hájí Nasír responded to the stern counsel of Mullá Jalíl by devoting that entire night to meditation and reflection. At the hour of dawn, he felt overcome with such detachment and certitude as to be ready to sacrifice his life in the path of God and his new-found Faith. With utmost joy and resignation, that morning he went to Mullá Jalíl and was enrolled as one of the Bábí believers.

As a new devotee, his singular desire was to attain the presence of the Báb. The following recollection of such a visit is reported:

When His Holiness the Most Great Remembrance [the Báb] was being conveyed to Adharbayjan, I left Qazvin after Him in order to attain His blessed presence. At every station I reached, the governmental soldiers had taken that Wronged One to the next station. Therefore, I increased the pace of my search and eagerly reached my goal. I gave some gratuity to the soldiers who allowed me to enter the room where His Holiness was staying.

I greeted Him and expressed my respect. He granted me permission to sit. I sat. He was drinking tea, and because of the consideration of wisdom and the soldiers’ attitude, He was cautious and did not utter a word. I was lost in the wonder of His beauty and His majestic splendor.

I was gazing at His half-finished cup of tea and entertained the wish to have the bounty of drinking from that cup. At that instant, He motioned me to drink from the same cup. He also gestured to me to return to Qazvin.

.vol. 2, p. 233, where it is attributed to a memoir penned by Hájí Nasír’s son, Áqá ‘Alí Arbáb.
Therefore, with a heart filled with sadness and a mind agitated by the deeds of the wrong-doers, I returned to Qazvin.⁴

Soon persecutions engulfed Hájí Nasír and proved the wisdom of Mullá Jalíl’s consul. The first incident was in relation to the murder of Mullá Taqí Baraghání in Qazvin in October 1847 by a young Shaykhí, most likely assisted by two others. Since the powerful Baraghání was known for his anti-Shaykhí and anti-Bábí stance, soon, the Bábís were falsely accused of this crime. Several Bábís were martyred, the first recorded instance of the killing of Bábís in Iran. Hájí Nasír also became the target of attacks by an incited mob that plundered his possessions, forced him to go into hiding in Qazvin, and eventually to leave his native town for a period of time in favor of Gilanat in the province of Gilan. When the situation had calmed he returned to his residence.

It must have been about this time that a Tablet was revealed by the Báb in Hájí Nasír’s honor which began with the words, *Huva al-Nasr al-Nasr*.⁴

In 1847, in obedience to the call of the Báb, Who urged all the Bábís to hasten to Khurasan in support of the teaching activities of Quddús and Mullá Husayn in Mashhad, he proceeded to that town. It was then that Hájí Nasír came to understand the spiritual station of Quddús, the “hidden treasure” that the Báb had promised.⁵ It is recorded on his behalf:

Early in the Cause, I had deep devotion and a profound belief in the honored Bábu’l-Báb⁶, as he was the courier

---


⁴ Fádíl Mázandarání, *Tárikh Zuhúru’l-Haqq*, vol. 3, pp. 383. The present translator has been unable to locate this Tablet or learn any more about it.


⁶ Lit. the Gate of the Gate, a title of Mullá Husayn Bushru’í.
of divine knowledge, the first to believe [in the Báb], the first Letter of the Living and the gate to His Holiness the Báb [the Gate].

After a few days, however, I noticed that in a gathering of the companions, it was His Holiness Quddús who was seated at the place of honor while all others stood reverently in his presence. That honored personage [Mullá Husayn] was also standing in his presence with the utmost respect with hands folded over chest while waves of divine verses and wondrous utterances poured forth from the pearl-dispensing lips of Quddús.

It was then that I understood that another mighty power and resplendent effulgence had appeared.7

Hájí Nasír was present in Mashhad when a fight took place between a young Bábí and an attendant of one of the local mujtabids. According to Hasan Fú’ádí’s narrative, the Bábí involved was beaten and dragged through the town by a rope through his nose. On hearing this, seventy Bábís gathered in the house of Bábíyyih, attempted to rescue him with their ready swords, and in the ensuing clash that occurred a few Mashhadís and Bábís were injured.8 This incident led to Mullá Husayn’s expulsion from Mashhad and his journey to Mazandaran. Instead of traveling with Mullá Husayn, it appears that Hájí Nasír journeyed with Quddús, since we find him attending the conference of Badasht in late June 1848, where he acted as a gatekeeper at the entrance to one of the gardens.9

---

9 Fadíl Mázaradáni, Táríkh Zubúru’l-Haqq, vol. 3, pp. 381, suggests Hájí Nasír was a guard at the garden reserved for Bahá’u’lláh. Muhammad-‘Alí Malik-Khusraví, Táríkh Sunhádáy Amr, vol. 2, pp. 235-36, indicates that he served by the building used by Quddús.
At the conclusion of this gathering, he accompanied Bahá’u’lláh as far as Niyala, a village in Mazandaran. The villagers, however, attacked the Bábís, killed and injured some, and plundered their belongings.

After rejoining Mullá Husayn’s march, when they reached the village of Arim, near Savád-Kúh, Hájí Nasír became gravely ill. A traveling companion, Lutf-‘Alí Mírzá Shírází, looked after him and nursed him back to health. After regaining his strength, he continued with the journey, and in Mazandaran he was one of the ablest defenders at the fortress of Shaykh Tabarsí.

Hájí Nasír rendered remarkable services during the battles of Shaykh Tabarsí, which commenced in September 1848 and concluded in May 1849, and as we will see later in these pages, has recorded a poignant account of that incident. During a portion of these events, his attendant, Hájí Ismá’íl served as well.  

Towards the concluding days of the confrontations at Shaykh Tabarsí, the supply of provisions that the Bábís had stored was completely depleted. The following is recorded in Hájí Nasír’s recollections as a token of his devotion to his master, Quddús:

During the extreme days of the encirclement of the Fort in Mazandaran when the companions were suffering bitterly from the absence of food, one day I looked through my bag and travel sack and found a single almond. Even though I had been suffering from starvation for some time to the point that all strength had abandoned me, instantly I knew that I should take that almond to the illustrious Quddús. Therefore, I wrapped that single almond in a piece of silk and presented it before him.  

---

10 Muhammad-‘Alí Malik-Khusraví, *Táríkh Shuhadáy Amr*, vol. 2, p. 244, suggests Hájí Ismá’íl was sent to Tehran to purchase certain items and nothing was ever heard of him again. Either he suffered martyrdom or disappeared for some other reason.

According to Fádil Mazandaraní, who must have had access to Nabil’s narrative\textsuperscript{12}, the following is recorded in Nabíl Zarandí’s account pertaining to the same period of acute food shortage at the Fort:

During the time that no food was left in the Fort, a cow had remained. The honored Hájí Nasír, who was a brilliant star of the Faith over the horizon of Qazvin, would prepare her milk for the Countenance of the Friend\textsuperscript{13}, who would partake of a few small spoonfuls and send the rest to the companions, who each would drink a spoonful.\textsuperscript{14}
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\caption{The main building of Shaykh Tabarsi}
\end{figure}

The following is also recorded by Shaykh Kázim Samandar in his fascinating and important (and unfortunately as yet untranslated) \textit{Táríkh Samandar}:

\begin{flushright}

13 \textit{Tal’at Habib}, a title of Quddús.

\end{flushright}
The late Hájí Nasír Táb-Tharáh knew a great many episodes [of Bábí or Bahá’í history] and had many recollections, as he had observed uncountable events. He had recorded most of them in his own hand. So far I have not been successful in locating a copy, but, by the Divine grace, I cherish the hope that they will be located. The most trustworthy details of Mazandaran have all been recorded in that narrative.

A story was heard from the late Hájí Nasír Táb-Tharáh himself, of which there is no doubt, since many others heard the same details and they are currently available.

The detail is that when a wound had come to the mouth of His Holiness Quddús – upon whom rest the Glory of God, the Most Glorious, and may his remembrance be exalted above all others – then Hájí Nasír presented him with a silk handkerchief to either wipe away [the blood] or to close the wound.

When presenting this, uncontrollably, he made a sigh. His Holiness inquired, “For what reason do you sigh?” The Hájí was embarrassed and did not respond. His Holiness insisted, to which it was responded, “When I was a merchant, among the items that I traded were such silk handkerchiefs. When I saw it again, without wanting to, I was reminded of that time and had that [sad] condition.” The honored Quddús responded, “You will once again trade in them.”

The esteemed Hájí Nasír used to say, “I was most puzzled by this utterance since our Fort was encircled by the enemy and we were engulfed in the most hopeless and grave situation.”
Nevertheless, truly because of the influence of Quddús’ blessed utterance, for many years [after this] Hájí [Nasír] worked as a merchant.¹⁵

As recorded in various narratives by both the Bábí and Muslim chroniclers, in order to bring a conclusion to the standoff at Shaykh Tabarsí, the commanding officer, Mihdí-Qulí Mírzá, pledged a truce on the Qur’án, and the Bábís, by reason of their respect for the Holy Book, came out of the Fort. The besiegers were housed in a field known as Dazvá Maydán, which apparently was next to the military camp.¹⁶ Hájí Nasír continued in the company of Quddús, and the next morning, 17 Jamádí’u’th-Thání 1265 AH [10 May 1849], when all the Bábís went from Dazvá to the military camp and were summarily arrested, he was imprisoned as well.

Soon a majority of the Bábís were executed, but Mírzá Báqír Qazvíní, who was the Prince Governor’s Farrash-Báshí, recognized

---

Hájí Nasír and Hájí ‘Abdu’l-Majíd Nayshabúrí from previous associations, and perhaps based on the fact that Mírzá Báqir and Hájí Nasír were from the same town. He pulled them aside and suggested that through the payment of a ransom, they could be freed. They agreed, and the Farrash-Bashí asked the Prince Mihdí-Qulí Mírzá for the pardon of these two men, which was granted.

When the Fort was demolished, Hájí Nasír and a few others, together with Quddús, were conducted with tied hands to Babul, a small town known at that time as Barfurush. After Quddús and others were martyred most savagely, and Mihdí-Qulí Mírzá had departed for Sari, the seat of his government, Mírzá Báqir brought Hájí Nasír and Hájí ‘Abdu’l-Majíd Nayshabúrí to Tehran in order to exact from them the promised sum. They were first imprisoned pending the payment of their ransom. While in prison, Hájí ‘Abdu’l-Majíd arranged with someone, most likely one of the jailers, to let them escape for 100 tumans each. Once the deal was finalized, Hájí Nasír thought the sum was too extravagant and refused to pay. Hájí ‘Abdu’l-Majíd paid and escaped at night.

Since Hájí Nasír had no one in Tehran to lend him the required ransom or vouch for him, Mírzá Báqir took him to Qazvin

---

17 He is better known as the father of the celebrated Badi‘, who carried Bahá’u’lláh’s Tablet to the Sultan of Iran and suffered martyrdom as result of it. The father, too, was martyred at an advanced age, and the story is told in the forthcoming The Voice of the Heroes, translation of Hasan Fú‘ádí’s Tárikh Amr Khurasan.

18 Muhammad-‘Alí Malik-Khusravi, Tárikh Shuhadáy Amr, vol. 2, pp. 237-38. Malik-Khusravi notes that his statement is in slight conflict with Nabil’s, which is as follows: “As soon as these atrocities hath been perpetrated, the prince ordered those who had been retained as captives to be ushered, one after another, into his presence. Those among them who were men of recognized standing, such as the father of Badi‘, Mullá Mírzá Muhammad-i-Furughi, and Hájí Nasír-i-Qazvini, he charged his attendants to conduct to Tehran and obtain in return for their deliverance a ransom from each one of them in direct proportion to their capacity and wealth. As to the rest, he gave orders to his executioners that they be immediately put to death.” (The Dawn-Breakers, p. 404)
and incarcerated him in the governmental prison. Eventually, Hájí Nasír paid a sum of 500 tumans and regained his freedom.¹⁹

He soon gathered sufficient funds to resume his profession, continuing to focus on trading silk in Qazvin and Lahijan. It is reported that he was peerless in trustworthiness, equity and reliability as a merchant, and these qualities served him well in his occupation and in the conduct of business. Samandar reports that he heard one of the antagonists say, “People say Hájí Nasír is an infidel. However, no one accuses him of being untrustworthy or irreligious.”²⁰

Shortly after that, however, another upheaval engulfed the Bábís. The ill-conceived attempt on the life of Násiri’d-Dín Sháh in 1852 unleashed a wave of pogroms against the Bábí community. Recognized as a leading figure of the reform movement, Hájí Nasír was arrested in Qazvin by its governor, Khusraw Khán, and put in prison. The news of his imprisonment made the national news organ known as Waqáyi’í Ittifáqiyya²¹, number 82, Thursday, 29 Dhi’l-Hajjih 1268 AH [14 October 1852]:

According to reports appearing in Qazvin’s newspaper, a certain Hájí Nasír, is a native of that town and at the beginning of the appearance of the Bábí claim considered himself the leader of that faction. From what has been heard, he had traveled to Shiraz to meet the Báb and participated in the Bábí battles in Mazandaran, and is well-known as such [i.e. being a Bábí]. After the attempt on the life and insult to the person of the Monarch by this wayward sect, Hájí Nasír has been

---

²⁰ Shaykh Kázim Samandar, Táríkh Samandar va Mulhaqát, p. 55.
²¹ Journal of Current Events, first established on 7 February 1851, by Mírzá Taqí Khán Amír-Kabír, the Prime Minister, as a weekly organ of national news. For further information, consult E.G. Browne, The Press and Poetry of Modern Persia, pp. 98-99.
seized and imprisoned by Khusraw Khán, the governor of Qazvin.\(^{22}\)

It was only through expenditure of a sum of money that he was able to obtain his release. This incident, though, robbed him of most of his capital.\(^{23}\)

When Bahá’u’lláh was in Adrianople, the news of the opposition of Mírzá Yahyá Azal, the nominal head of the Bábí community, reached Hájí Nasír. For some time he tried to unravel this complicated situation and to discover the station of Bahá’u’lláh and the role of Azal in the post-Báb period. Unsuccessful in obtaining much insight, he wrote Bahá’u’lláh requesting clarification on Mírzá Yahyá Azal’s status.

The response by Bahá’u’lláh is a significant and long Tablet known as the Lawh Nasír.\(^{24}\) Most of this Tablet is in exquisite Persian, and a small portion of this text was translated by Shoghi Effendi and included in *Gleanings from the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh*, sections LIII and LXXV.

It is in this Tablet that Bahá’u’lláh throws light on the historical circumstances that led to the appointment of Mírzá Yahyá Azal by the Báb as the leader of the Bábí community, and mentions that only two individuals, Mírzá Músá, known as Áqá Kalím, and Mullá ‘Abdu’l-Karím Qazvíní, were informed of the details of this appointment. He condemns Azal’s treacherous deeds, his attempt to assassinate Bahá’u’lláh, and his shameful accusations attributing his own crimes to Him.

A considerable portion of this Tablet is addressed to the Bábís of Iran who had not yet come to recognize Bahá’u’lláh, who are referred to as “the people of the Bayán.” Bahá’u’lláh reminds them

\(^{22}\) Cited in Muhammad-‘Alí Malík-Khusraví, *Táríkh Shuhadáy Amr*, vol. 2, p. 239.


of various statements of the Báb concerning the exalted station of the One who was to appear after Him.

*Tear asunder, in My Name, the veils that have grievously blinded your vision, and, through the power born of your belief in the unity of God, scatter the idols of vain imitation. Enter, then, the holy paradise of the good-pleasure of the All-Merciful. Sanctify your souls from whatsoever is not of God, and taste ye the sweetness of rest within the pale of His vast and mighty Revelation, and beneath the shadow of His supreme and infallible authority. Suffer not yourselves to be wrapt in the dense veils of your selfish desires, inasmuch as I have perfected in every one of you My creation, so that the excellence of My handiwork may be fully revealed unto men. It follows, therefore, that every man hath been, and will continue to be, able of himself to appreciate the Beauty of God, the Glorified. Had he not been endowed with such a capacity, how could he be called to account for his failure? If, in the Day when all the peoples of the earth will be gathered together, any man should, whilst standing in the presence of God, be asked: ‘Wherefore hast thou disbelieved in My Beauty and turned away from My Self,’ and if such a man should reply and say: ‘Inasmuch as all men have erred, and none hath been found willing to turn his face to the Truth, I too, following their example, have grievously failed to recognize the Beauty of the Eternal,’ such a plea will, assuredly, be rejected. For the faith of no man can be conditioned by any one except himself.

This is one of the verities that lie enshrined in My Revelation – a verity which I have revealed in all the heavenly Books, which I have caused the Tongue of Grandeur to utter, and the Pen of Power to inscribe. Ponder a while thereon, that with both your inner and outer eye, ye may perceive the subtleties of Divine wisdom and discover the gems of heavenly knowledge which, in clear and weighty language, I have revealed in this exalted and incorruptible Tablet, and that ye may not stray far from the All-Highest Throne, from the Tree beyond which there is no passing, from the Habitation of everlasting might and glory.
The signs of God shine as manifest and resplendent as the sun amidst the works of His creatures. Whatsoever proceedeth from Him is apart, and will always remain distinguished, from the inventions of men. From the Source of His knowledge countless Luminaries of learning and wisdom have risen, and out of the Paradise of His Pen the breath of the All-Merciful hath continually been wafted to the hearts and souls of men. Happy are they that have recognized this truth.\(^{25}\)

Bahá’u’lláh then states the following words in the same Tablet to Hájí Nasír, regarding the station of those who have recognized Him:

O Nasir, O My Servant! God, the Eternal Truth, beareth Me witness. The Celestial Youth hath, in this Day, raised above the heads of men the glorious Chalice of Immortality, and is standing expectant upon His seat, wondering what eye will recognize His glory, and what arm will, unhesitatingly, be stretched forth to seize the Cup from His snow-white Hand and drain it. Only a few have as yet quaffed from this peerless, this soft-flowing grace of the Ancient King. These occupy the loftiest mansions of Paradise, and are firmly established upon the seats of authority. By the righteousness of God! Neither the mirrors of His glory, nor the revealers of His names, nor any created thing, that hath been or will ever be, can ever excel them, if ye be of them that comprehend this truth.

O Nasir! The excellence of this Day is immensely exalted above the comprehension of men, however extensive their knowledge, however profound their understanding. How much more must it transcend the imaginations of them that have strayed from its light, and been shut out from its glory! Shouldst thou rend asunder the grievous veil that blindeth thy vision, thou wouldst behold such a bounty as naught, from the beginning that hath no beginning till the end that hath no end, can either resemble or

\(^{25}\) Bahá’u’lláh, *Gleanings from the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh*, p. 143-44.
equal. What language should He Who is the Mouthpiece of God choose to speak, so that they who are shut out as by a veil from Him can recognize His glory? The righteous, inmates of the Kingdom on high, shall drink deep from the Wine of Holiness, in My name, the all-glorious. None other besides them will share such benefits.26

On studying this Tablet, Hájí Nasír and his entire family became believers in Bahá’u’lláh.27

Hájí Nasír was imprisoned yet another time, under peculiar circumstances that he describes himself – see the concluding section of his narrative. As described by his lifelong friend, Shaykh Kázin Samandar, he had left for Gilan when he was seized only one station out of Qazvin, and conducted to Tehran, where he was put in chains and fetters.28 When released from his ordeal, he found that all his considerable possessions were confiscated yet again.29

It was through the assistance of Shaykh Kázin Samandar, a renowned early follower of Bahá’u’lláh, that Hájí Nasír was able to resume his profession of trading in silk moth cocoons and silk. In the process, he moved his residence to the city of Rasht, and established the nucleus of the first Bahá’í community there – perhaps one of the earliest instances of “pioneering” in the recorded history of the young religion. Though several of this family were Bahá’ís and known in the city as such, no one from Rasht embraced the Faith.30

Some time later, due to an epidemic, the caterpillars did not produce sufficient cocoons, the silk trade collapsed, and soon the local economy in the province of Gilan was impacted. His business

26 Bahá’u’lláh, Gleanings from the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh, p. 108.
27 This Tablet attracted the attention of E. G. Browne who outlined it in “The Babis of Persia II. Their Literature and Doctrines”, Journal of Royal Asiatic Society, pp. 949-953
28 Shaykh Kázin Samandar, Táríkh Samandar va Mulhaqát, p. 55.
30 Fádíl Mázandarání, Táríkh Zubúru’l-Haqq, vol. 6, p. 928.
partners refused payments on various drafts and Hájí Nasír was bankrupt, lost his plantations and other properties in Qazvin, and even his main residence. All that was left to him was 100 tumans. Once more, Samandar came to his aid and placed him at the head of his trading office in Rasht.\[31\]

About that time, in 1874, an opportunity presented itself for him to journey to ‘Akká and to attain the presence of Bahá’u’lláh. On this pilgrimage he was accompanied by Shaykh Kázim Samandar. Bahá’u’lláh welcomed this old friend of Badasht days with great affection and showered upon him immense kindness. Samandar reports that one day Bahá’u’lláh, Who was staying in the house of Áqá Kalím at the Khán Jurayni,\[32\] addressed Hájí Nasír:

Jináb Hájí! You have toiled much and suffered much in the path of God. If you yourself have forgotten what you have done and endured, God has not. But the worlds of God are not confined to this world. Were it so the Exalted Prophets would not have consented to bear such adversities wrought by men; the Manifestation who preceded Me would not have consented to be suspended and martyred with volleys of malice and malignity; and I would not have consented to be dragged, bare-headed and barefooted, in utmost degradation, from Niyávarán to Tehran to bear untold blows.

Samandar states further, “In brief, He expounded this theme in most excellent words. He was telling the Hájí that he will be recompensed in the worlds to come.”\[33\]

Moreover, Shaykh Kázim reports that Bahá’u’lláh confidentially hinted to him to be sure to look after Hájí Nasír.\[34\]

---

31 Shaykh Kázim Samandar, *Táríkh Samandar va Mulhagáti*, p. 56.
32 Also known as Khán ‘Avamíd.
On his return, he continued to live in Rasht with his family, and spent the latter part of his life in that city engaged in propagating the Bahá’í Faith to those who were interested. He was assisted in his trading business by his two sons.

In 1882, another intense persecution was unleashed, this time by Kamrán Mírzá, the governor of Tehran. A number of Bahá’ís in various towns, particularly Tehran, were imprisoned and some tortured. Soon this spread to Rasht also. According to Ustád ‘Abdu’l-Karím Yazdí, the following believers were imprisoned in Rasht:

1. Hájí Nasír Qazvíní
2. Áqá ‘Alí Arbáb, eldest son of Hájí Nasír Qazvíní
3. Áqá Mírzá Mihdí Ja‘farzadih Rashtí
4. Mullá Yúsuf-‘Alí Rashtí
5. Áqá Mírzá Báqir Bassár Rashtí
6. Áqá ‘Alí-Asghar ‘Attár, brother of Bassár
7. Mashhadí ‘Alí, another brother of Bassár
8. Áqá Javád ‘Attár Rashtí
9. Áqá Rasul Tájír [“merchant”] Rashtí
10. Ustád Ismá’íl Kalúchih-paz
11. Áqá Muhammad-Ismá’íl Sabbágh Qazvíní
12. Ustád Ibrahím Kalúchih-paz
13. Áqá Muhammad-Ibráhím Sabbágh Qazvíní

After these Bahá’ís were incarcerated, a remarkable act, unheard of in Qajar Iran, took place: Three more Bahá’ís went to the authorities demanding, “Either release these men or place us in chains too.” The governor arrested and imprisoned them as well. These three brave believers were:

14. Áqá Mírzá Husayn Hudá

---

15. Áqá Siyyid Míhíd Dervish
16. The honored Dervish

The situation for the Bahá’ís worsened when three days later arrests were made in Lahijan as well. Three more well-known Bahá’ís were seized and imprisoned:

17. Áqá Muhammad-Sádiq Kuláh-Dúz Qazvíní
18. Mírzá ‘Alí Ashraf, known as the poet ‘Andalíb
19. Karbalá’í Bábá Vakíl Láhijání

Some of the above-mentioned believers were released after some time – numbers 10, 11, 12, 13 and 19 on the above list. Others remained in prison for a long and difficult time.

Hájí Nasír could not endure the rigors of prison life and, after so many years of toil and suffering, died a martyr’s death after forty days in the prison. Several porters carried his body to his residence.

When the news of Hájí Nasír’s death reached the incited mob, a number of ruffians forced their way into his house and attempted to dismember his remains. With horror and consternation, his family stood helplessly watching the cruel atrocities perpetrated by heartless fanatics. They had Hájí Nasír’s nose and ears cut off, his eyes gouged out, pulled out his beard and were about to set the house on fire when they were stopped by the landlord, who was a Russian citizen and had appealed to the Russian Consulate for protection.

Several farrashes carried the remains of Hájí Nasír outside the town, threw them into a disused brick furnace by a river known as

---

36 ‘Abdu’l-Hamíd Ishráq-Khavarí, Kitáb Muhádirát, p. 215, emphasizes that the remaining prisoners insisted on being Bahá’ís, and as such remained in prison. This appears to suggest that that five released believers were coerced into recantation, which would have resulted in their release.
Kuláhsih Rúdbár and covered them with earth. Some time later, his son, Áqá ‘Alí Arbáb purchased that parcel of land and built a structure over it that serves as Hájí Nasír’s monument.

Several years after his martyrdom, in 1891, Bahá’u’lláh paid a glowing tribute to Hájí Nasír for his steadfastness in the Cause of God in *Epistle to the Son of the Wolf* in these words:

> Previous to these forty years controversies and conflicts continually prevailed and agitated the servants of God. But since then, aided by the hosts of wisdom, of utterance, of exhortations and understanding, they have all seized and taken fast hold of the firm cord of patience and of the shining hem of fortitude, in such wise that this wronged people endured steadfastly whatever befell them, and committed everything unto God, and this notwithstanding that in Mazindaran and at Rasht a great many have been most hideously tormented. Among them was his honor, Hájí Nasír, who, unquestionably, was a brilliant light that shone forth above the horizon of resignation. After he had suffered martyrdom, they plucked out his eyes and cut off his nose, and inflicted on him such indignities that strangers wept and lamented, and secretly raised funds to support his wife and children.\(^{38}\)

As a sign of remembrance of Hájí Nasír, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá composed a Tablet of Visitation for him, and for another believer, Karbalá’í Háshim, whose remains had been exhumed and set on fire. The opening portion of this Visitation Tablet is quoted by Ishraq-Khavari in *Kitáb Muhádirát*, page 216.

---

\(^{38}\) Bahá’u’lláh, *Epistle to the Son of the Wolf*, p. 71.
An Overview of Sources for the Study of Shaykh Tabarsí

During the five-year period of 1848-53, on at least seven separate occasions, the Bábís of Iran were forced to take up arms against the Qajar state, often resulting in battles with the combined military and militia forces of the government. These events, coupled with the martyrdom of the Báb and most of the Letters of the Living, left that community almost completely destroyed, with only a small band of remnant believers left either in isolation, or in exile or in small disjointed groups. While these occurrences have been explored to some extent in well-known histories of the Bábís in English language, such as, *The Dawn-Breakers*, or *Tárikh Jadíd*, or *Resurrection and Renewal*, it is only recently that the various eyewitness accounts of these events are gradually coming to the notice of students of this period.

The first of these events occurred in Shaykh Tabarsí in 1848-49. The second and the third incident were led by Siyyid Yahyá [Vahid] Dárábí, and took place in Yazd and Nayriz during the first half of 1850. The fourth armed clash was in Zanjan, and led by Mullá Muhammad-ʻAlí [Hujjat] Zanjání. The fifth episode was in Tehran in 1852, resulting in Bahá’u’lláh’s imprisonment and the slaughter of many Babis of that town. The sixth uprising was orchestrated by Mirza Yahya Azal in Mazandaran in 1853, and the seventh known uprising against the authorities was undertaken by the Babís of Nayriz in 1853 as well.

The key documents pertaining to the first event will be discussed below, while the various accounts pertaining to the Yazd and the two Nayriz events are translated and analyzed by the present
writer in a separate volume. Narratives regarding Zanjan have been analyzed by John Walbridge. No eyewitness evidences have so far been made available in English pertaining to Tehran or Azal’s uprisings.

The present monograph introduces and offers in translation (and also the original Persian) an eyewitness account of a Shaykh Tabarsí survivor. It is hoped that this volume will shortly be followed by monographs on two other remaining Bábí eyewitness accounts of the same event.

Sources for Study of Shaykh Tabarsí Conflict
Of the seven major incidents in Bábí history in which armed clashes occurred between the Bábís and governmental forces, there are more documentary materials available for Shaykh Tabarsí than others. These include eyewitness accounts and secondary sources, by both Bábí-Bahá’í and Muslim writers. In addition, there are western diplomatic sources which shed considerable light on this episode, though discussion of them is beyond the scope of the present study.

The more important sources in the Persian language for Shaykh Tabarsí can be divided into the following groups:

Eyewitness Bábi Narratives
Among the most important documents for this event are the eyewitness accounts written by three Bábi participants, who wrote their recollections independently of one another and at different times. Each of these chronicles has its own characteristics and offers a slightly different perspective. These accounts not only provide considerable firsthand details about the event, but also outline the general Bábi outlook and perceptions. They are briefly introduced below in their chronological order:

Narrative of Lutf-‘Alí Mírzá Shírází: The author was related to the Qajar royal family through the children of Husayn-‘Alí Farmán-Farmá, the governor of Fars. It is not known when he became a Bábi, though according to his account, he joined Mullá Husayn and his march on 12 Ramadan 1264 AH [12 August 1848] near the border of Mazandaran in the village of Dih-Mullá. He was present throughout the Shaykh Tabarsí episode, survived the ordeal and eventually died a martyr’s death in August 1852 in Tehran, during the pogrom unleashed after the Bábi attempt on the life of Nasiri’d-Din Shah.

His account covers in considerable detail events from the time that he joined the march until early April 1849, when the besiegers were suffering intense famine at the Fort about a month before the conclusion of the episode on 9 May 1849. According to a well-informed historian, Lutf-‘Alí Mírzá was composing his account in Tehran when his martyrdom prevented completion of this task.

This untitled narrative is almost certainly the earliest and the most extensive of the Bábi accounts, and even though the text itself does not bear the author’s name, another early account, known as Tárikh Mímiyyih, identifies the author and occasionally cites this

narrative, which indicates that the text was in limited circulation among the surviving Bábís and early Bahá’ís.  

Three copies of this narrative are in possession of the present translator, who will shortly make his translation available:

a. A copy transcribed by Muhammad-Báqír Tihrání in 1319 AH [1901-02]. At the beginning of this manuscript, Tihrání emphasizes that he copied the text from the original in the hand of the author and ensured that it was without any additions or deletions. This version is in 111 pages.

b. Cambridge collection: Browne Manuscripts, Oriental Folios (Or. F) 28, item 3. This version has been published at: http://www2.hnet.msu.edu/~bahai/arabic/vol5/lutfali/lutfali.htm.

c. An undated copy made by ‘Atiyih Rúhí, a daughter of Ahmad Thamarih, the Misbahu’l-Hukamá, and a younger sister of ‘Inayatu’lláh Thamarih in Kirman.

Narrative of Hájí Nasír Qazvíní: The eyewitness account of Hájí Nasír is shorter than the other two eyewitness accounts. From internal evidences it appears to have been written well after the events and as part of a larger autobiography, which is no longer extant. This text was published in the first printing of Táríkh


46 This scribed lived in Tehran and indicates that she made a copy for the use of her brother in Kirman. Moojan Momen provides further identification on her (private communication, May 2007): “… this lady is the great-granddaughter of Azal. My information is as follows: Azal > Mírzá Núru’lláh (a physician living in Rasht) > Mírzá Ahmad Amínu’l-Atibbá, who had two children, ‘Inayatu’lláh and ‘Atiyyih who married ‘Ali Ruhi (who was a member of Shaykh Ahmad Ruhi’s family in Kirman). ‘Atiyyih Ruhi was, incidentally the person who traveled to Cyprus and organized and paid for a shrine over the grave of Azal.”
Samandar va Mulhaqát, under the title, “Táríkh Jináb Hájí Nasír Shahíd”. For unexplained reasons it was removed from the subsequent printing of that book in 131BE [1974], though reference to it remained in the book’s introduction. The following comment by the original publisher of Táríkh Samandar appears on page 500 of that monograph:

This history was written in the hand of the illustrious martyred Hájí Nasír Qazvíní, may my spirit be a sacrifice unto his dust. He was present at the fort of Shaykh Tabarsi, ranked among the companions [there], and the Invisible Host protected [and saved] him. He devoted his entire life to the service [of the Cause], attained the presence of the Countenance of God in ‘Akká, and eventually achieved martyrdom in 1300 A.H. [1881] in Rasht.

The original of this narrative was a book which was destroyed. This portion was discovered recently, and the late Samandar, upon him rest the Glory of God, has established its authenticity.

Of the original text, 14 pages were discovered by Shaykh Kázim Samandar and transcribed on 10 April 1927 by ‘Abdu’s-Samad Samadání. The accuracy of this transcription was confirmed by Tarazu’lláh Samandarí (later appointed as a Hand of Cause), as the secretary of the Spiritual Assembly approving the publication of Táríkh Samandar.49

Narrative of Mír Abú-Tálib Shahmírzádí: Mír Abú-Tálib’s father was among the Sádát of Samnán and was entrusted with the

48 Arabic Laqá’u’lláh, a reference to the Manifestation of God; Bahá’u’lláh for Bahá’ís.
49 Shaykh Kázim Samandar, Táríkh Samandar va Mulhaqát, p. 520.
guardianship of Imám-Zádíh Qásim, northeast of Sangar on the way to Shahmirzad. He was influential and respected in his native town, and while on a journey to Karbala came upon some of the Báb’s Writings, the perusal of which convinced him of the truth of the Báb’s claim. Before his passing, he declared, “Whoever can assist this Cause must arise to its triumph.”

It must have been this advice that propelled his son, Mír Abú-Tálib, though not a Bábí at that time, to serve as a guide for three Bábís who were on their way to Shaykh Tabarsi. Upon encountering Mullá Husayn and other companions at the Fort, he declared his allegiance to the new Faith. He then returned to his native town of Shahmirzad to inform the population of the events and the Qá’ím’s appearance. A number of people converted, and soon some of them joined Mír Abú-Tálih and his two brothers at Shaykh Tabarsi. The author indicates that inasmuch as his mother was old, she wrote a letter for Quddús stating that even though all believers were enjoined to hasten to the Fort to aid the defenders, she would keep the youngest of the four sons, Siyyid Muhammad-Ridá, for her needs.

Shortly after the arrival of these believers from Shahmirzad the battles with the Mazandarani forces commenced. The three brothers participated in the clashes and two of them were killed during those encounters. Mír Abú-Tálib states that miraculously he survived. That is, when he returned from their last battle, his garment was full of bullet holes, but on opening his belt, bullets fell to the ground, none of them having harmed him in the least.

In the final days of the siege, Quddús summoned Mír Abú-Tálib and gave him a sealed envelope for his mother. When all the Bábís were arrested, Mír Abú-Tálib found his way home without the least objection from the opposing soldiers. He gave the letter to his mother in which Quddús had stated, “She had acted generously by giving up her three sons in God’s path. But God was just and had taken two and allowed her to keep two,” namely, Mír Abú-Tálib and Siyyid Muhammad-Ridá.

—

50 Mír Abú-Tálib Shahmírzádí, untitled manuscript, p. 5.
The narrative of Mír Abú-Tálib must have been commissioned by Bahá‘u’lláh, Who instructed several individuals (such as Mullá Muhammad Shafi‘ Nayrízí) to write their recollections. This account starts with the meeting of the Sa‘ídu‘-‘Ulamá with the Bábís, and concludes with the massacre of the besiegers in May 1849. Along the way, the author takes various detours from the main story, which in some ways enriches the narrative. Later this account was the basis of Nabil Zarandí’s section on Shaykh Tabarsí. Since this account includes various “miracle stories”, they must have been removed at the time of the composition of The Dawn-Breakers.

In addition to Nabil’s account, Fádil Mázandarání has used this narrative in his Táríkh Zuhúru’l-Haqq, but his copy must have had some divergences with Nabil’s (and also with the copies available to the present translator), as he cites passages unavailable in other copies.

Two copies of Mír Abú-Tálib’s narrative are known to the present translator:

a. A copy in the author’s hand in 63 pages
b. A transcribed copy in the hand of Muhammad-‘Alí Malik-Khusraví completed in March 1964.

It is hoped that the present translator’s annotated rendering of this narrative (a project sanctioned by the Bahá’í World Centre) will be published shortly.

**Eyewitness Muslim Narratives**

One of the earliest accounts of this incident, which has been largely overlooked by Bahá’í historians, appeared in the Mazandarani dialect.\(^5\) While one cannot be certain that the author was indeed an eyewitness, it appears that this account was collected in Babul (former Barfurush) in 1860 by an informed Muslim contemporary.

---

\(^5\) No reference to this manuscript in Bahá’í published books is known to the present translator, including Denis MacEoin, *The Sources for Early Bábí Doctrine and History: A Survey*, Leiden, 1992.
More recently, this narrative has been translated and published by Habib Borjian, who remarks that it was among Nikolai Khanykov’s manuscripts and notes kept in the Imperial Public Library at Saint Petersburg. Dorn, who provides also a German translation, published the text in 1865 in Perso-Arabic characters. He states two reasons for publishing the text: (1) so that one can see the details recounted by a witness whose truth I do not advocate; (2) (the main reason) that the Manzandarani text be shown as a language.” For the sake of comparison, Dorn also provides a summary of the incident based on materials that had hitherto been published by Mirza (Aleksandr) Kazem Beg and Mirza Muhammad-Taqi Lisan-al-Mulk Sipihr in Násikh al-Taváříkh. Moreover, the text in Dorn’s edition carries the title min kalám Shaykh al-ʿAjam Mázandarání (From the words of Shaykh al-ʿAjam Mazandarani). The latter is the epithet of Amir Pazvari, the semi-legendary Mazandarani poet so much adored by Dorn, who seems to have used the title symbolically to allude to the Mazandarani language in general. The author of the text remains anonymous.

A close study of Borjian’s translation indicates that it is not without shortcomings and a more accurate rendering is being prepared by Adel Shafipour.

Other Important Bábí Accounts
Two Bábí accounts are particularly important as related to Shaykh Tabarsí and are briefly mentioned below:

Kitáb Nuqtatu’l-Káf: Based either mostly or in part on an account by Hájí Mírzá Jání of Kashan, this book is without doubt one of the earliest Bábí accounts, and enjoys a significant importance in any discussion of the Bábí histories. The section on Shaykh Tabarsí provides a few additional nuggets of information not otherwise available through eyewitness accounts. This book was published by Prof E. G. Browne and in collaboration with Muhammad Qazvíní\(^{55}\): *Kitáb-i Nuqtatu’l-Káf*, Leiden and London, 1910.\(^{56}\)

Vaqá’íh Mímiyyih [Events in the Land of Mím\(^ {57}\)]: This manuscript was commissioned by the mother and sister of Mullá Husayn who asked Siyyid Muhammad-Hasan Zavárih’í, titled Mahjúr, to compose a narrative of the episode at Shaykh Tabarsí. To a notable degree this account reflects the oral history of the Bábí survivors (known as Baqíyatu’l-Sayf) who are variously mentioned throughout the text. It also cites information from Lutf-‘Alí Mírzá’s account, without identifying its author (most likely unknown to Mahjúr). There is some controversy regarding the date of composition of this narrative, and Zabihi-Mughaddam is of the opinion that it was

---


\(^{56}\) For a more detailed discussion, see Ahang Rabbani, *The Bábis of Nayríz: History and Documents*, Chapter 6.

\(^{57}\) *Mím* is an abbreviation for Mazandaran.
written around 1278 AH [1861]. The present translator is of the same mind.

Two copies of this manuscript are known to the present translator, which offer slight differences:

b. A copy in the hand of Muhammad-‘Alí Malik-Khusraví in 146 pages.

**Early Bahá’í Accounts**

**Narrative of Siyyid Muhammad-Ridá Shahmírzádí:** Being nineteen years old at the time of his brothers’ departure for Shaykh Tabarsí, he did not participate in the events, but his account (which appears to have been composed rather late in life) contains various references to Shaykh Tabarsí and the condition and sufferings of the Bábís in various towns concurrent with the events at the Fort. A text of this narrative in the author’s hand was the basis of a translation completed by the present writer, which will be published shortly.

**Narrative of Nabíl Zarandí:** This is an extensive history of over 1000 pages, which was completed in 1891. The portion detailing the Bábí history has been published in an edited and abridged English translation under the title *The Dawn-Breakers: Nabil’s Narrative of the Early Days of the Bahá’í Revelation*, translated and edited by Shoghi Effendi, Wilmette, 1932.

**Narrative of Siyyid Husayn Hamadání:** Composed in collaboration with Mírzá Abu’l-Fadl Gulpáygáni, this account adds only slightly to the information on the Shaykh Tabarsí conflict available in the *Kitáb Nuqtatu’l-Kaf*. This narrative was translated and annotated by Prof E. G. Browne, *The Táríkh-i-Jadíd or New History of Mírzá ‘Ali-Muhammad the Báb* (Cambridge, 1893).

**Accounts by Qajar Historians**
Two official Qajar histories, *Nāsikhu’-Tavārīkh* by Mírzá Muhammad-Taqí the Lisánu’l-Mulk Sipihr, and *Raudatu’s-Safá Násiri*, vol. 10, by Ridá-Qulí Khán Hidáyat, contain very valuable details about Shaykh Tabarsí, often based on military dispatches and other governmental communications. They suffer, however, from certain limitations discussed elsewhere by the present translator.  

---

[The fragment of Hájí Nasír’s narrative which follows is printed in its original Persian on pages 501-520 of Táríkh Samandar. It starts at the point when the Bábís led by Mullá Husayn met Khusraw Qádí-Kalá’í, “a notorious scoundrel who often rebelled against the government.”]

[Khusraw remarked,] “Apparently there is no need for me and my two hundred men to remain in your service. Praise God that roads are safe and with the utmost tranquility you can continue on your journey. However, I have a request to present to you: As a source of blessing and felicity, kindly grant me your steed and sword, so I may have them as signs of divine bounties.” In response, [Mullá Husayn] stated, “You have asked for two things that both are necessary unto us. Ask for other objects since we are at the beginning of our journey. Moreover, you have observed that most people have been stirred up in entrenched opposition towards us. Therefore, these two things are both critical and essential to us.”

In response, Khusraw Bayk said, “Since I am a servant of the Sultan, with the duty to serve as a cavalry soldier and to fight in battles, I asked for these as a token of blessing so that through this confirmation would attain victory over the enemy. Otherwise, I have no need for a horse and a sword. Nay, they are readily available. [In fact,] I will present you with another horse and saber to serve you.”

---

At that moment, the honored Báb, upon him rest God’s peace, through a divine glance, motioned the esteemed Mírzá Muhammad-Taqí Khurásání, and he stabbed that wicked scoundrel [Khusraw] from behind with his knife. He cried loudly when cut, but Mullá Muhammad-Báqir and some others killed him [instantly] with their ready swords and sabers. When his men, who had been standing some distance away, heard the cry of that evildoer, they immediately ran away, and no trace of his comrades remained.

In short, the mutilated remains of that accursed one were thrown into a ditch.

At that time, the honored personage [Mullá Husayn] instructed the companions “Let us leave so we can reach an inhabited spot.” It so happened that the night was so dark that we could not even see one another.

 Arrival of the Companions at Fort Shaykh Tabarsí
After their departure and proceeding [with their journey], no matter how hard they tried to find a frequented path, it was not possible. At this point a traveler appeared and was asked, “Is there a place or a village in this vicinity that would be inhabited, where we could spend the night?” “There are no villages in this area;” he responded, “however, there is a shrine nearby known as Shaykh Tabarsí, though it has no dwelling.”

The honored Bábu’l-Báb [Mullá Husayn] exclaimed, “That location is good!” All the companions were unaware that this utterance was by means of spiritual insight, and that his and others’ rendezvous with destiny lay in that very location. At all events, outwardly that passerby was the reason that the personage [Mullá Husayn] and his companions were led to that blessed spot.

---

(60) Towards the latter part of His ministry, the Báb had given His own various titles to some of His chief disciples. Mullá Husayn had received the title of The Bábu’l- Báb [the Gate to the Báb], Quddús was known as Hadrat A’lá [His Holiness the Exalted One] and Mullá Muhammad-‘Alí Zanjání received the title of Hujjat.
It was some three hours into the night when they reached that holy land and spent the night at that place.

Chapter Eleven
Upon settling into the shrine of Shaykh Tabarsí, at dawn, when the sun broke over the horizon, the muezzins [prayer-callers] raised the [Islamic] Call to Prayer, and the companions performed their obligatory prayer and engaged in supplications to the Prayer-Answerer. After these [prayers] were concluded, they looked around and considered their surroundings. They saw that with utmost refinement, attraction and beauty, the shrine was situated in the midst of that location, with a large courtyard enclosing it. Stretching around the property was a small fence-wall, two meters in height.

Every manner of profession and worldly occupation could be found among the exalted companions. For instance, there were master-carpenters, builders, tailors, masseurs, engravers and cobbler, as well as many learned men of letters. In short, every profession was at hand.

[On their first morning] they inspected [the property]. First, several turrets were built in the vicinity and around the shrine where sharpshooters were placed for protection and security. Some other companions also arrayed themselves [in a defensive posture], believing that with Khusraw’s killing, the town people would arise against them [i.e. the Bábís]. For several days, they were anticipating such an attack, thinking that surely a mob [of the enemy] would assail them. The honored Báb [Mullá Husayn], upon him rest God’s peace, constantly assured everyone to rely upon God, saying, “Out of divine bounties and might, they will not be able to overcome us!”

Gradually, the fear and trepidation of these people [i.e. the Bábís] penetrated the hearts of the people in that region, in such wise that they trembled in fear from dawn till dusk, thinking that we would suddenly attack, slay and plunder them.

However, they saw no evidence nor movement from us. Gradually, they developed a deep confidence in us. In fact, the
inhabitants of villages in that region began visiting and engaging in conversations [with us]. There was a certain Nazar Khán who lived a distance of three kilometers from the Fort, who was the head of a tribe and the village chieftain. He too began to associate with us. He and others who met us observed that we were rational and dignified men, whose speech was all based on discernment and insight, and that our arguments were based on Qur'anic verses and traditions. They broadly spread the word that “These people are all driven by spiritual sagacity, law and citizenship. You have said about them: ‘They are a band of thugs and vagabonds who have gathered after Muhammad Shah’s passing for the purpose of gathering worldly treasures.’ This is all false. Their words and deeds are consistent with the religion of Muhammad, and not for one instant are they negligent of God.”

After the news of the goodly character of these distinguished men [the Bábís] had penetrated most hearts, the townsfolk began to visit us as well. They would come in multitudes and ask various questions, and his honored person [Mullá Husayn] would give answers suitable to each question.

For a while time passed like this.

Arrival of the Illustrious Quddús to the Fort
The illustrious Quddús, upon him be God’s peace, who was staying in Sari, came to the Fort with the utmost grandeur and majesty. The seats of His Holiness Quddús and of the honored Bábu’l-Báb, upon both be God’s peace, were in the midst of the mosque and shrine of Shaykh Tabarsí. Group by group, the rest of the companions would gather for their meals in the courtyard.

Other people who also numbered as our companions [i.e. were Bábís], who had heard the Word of the Source of Splendor [i.e. the Báb’s teachings], came from every town. For instance, from Mazandaran itself came about one hundred men. And from other regions, such as, Qazvin, Adharbayjan, Isfahan, Qum, Yazd,
Khurasan and its various districts, and Tehran, came others. Approximately five hundred people were assembled there.\footnote{The original text is rather ambiguous, and can be read indicating that either 500 Bábís came from the mentioned provinces, or that a total of 500 Bábís had gathered altogether.}

A while later, the illustrious Quddús composed a prayer and gave it to one of the companions, commanding, “Take this prayer to a certain river which flows towards the city. Throw the prayer in the middle of the river and return.” The believer carried out the specified instructions.

The illustrious Quddús also wrote a letter to the city-dwellers which was delivered to its destination. Briefly, its essence was, “Whoever considers us believers and Muslims and does not come to our aid is an infidel. And whoever considers us unbelievers and non-Muslims and does not come to battle us is likewise an infidel.”

They asked His Holiness [Quddús] regarding the secret enshrined in the prayer. He responded, “The people drink from the river into which the prayer was thrown. From that, they will grow in turmoil and clamor.”

As soon as that prayer was composed and thrown into the river, and the letter was dispatched containing the described message, the townspeople grew in agitation, raised an army and soldiers, and marched towards us, settling in a village belonging to Nazar Khán, near the shrine [of Shaykh Tabarsí].

The next day, a battle ensued. However, our masters [Quddús and Mullá Husayn] were not present, or maybe the honored Báb, upon him be God’s peace, was present – at this point, I no longer recall.

**First Battle of the Fort’s Companions**

In short, the opposing soldiers were two thousand in number when the battle commenced. Through divine sovereignty, the companions rushed in and thoroughly destroyed them. Many of the enemy were killed, and the rest took to flight. Not one breathing person
remained in the village. Therefore, the command was issued that whatever belongings were left in the village could be seized as spoils. The companions hurried and appropriated many possessions and much food, including, rice, wheat, grains and clothing. Whatever there was, they brought.

Then command was given that whatever doors or windows were on homes should be removed and brought – even the bricks and the lime. In sum, that village was demolished so thoroughly that no trace remained of it. Nazar Khán escaped as well, and took residence elsewhere.

Eventually, the news was spread to all surrounding regions and districts that our exalted men had been victorious [over their foes].

The thought came to some people that since these men [i.e. the Bábís] had been triumphant and conquering, therefore it proved that they possessed the truth, and that God was with them. For this reason, they began to associate and converse with our people. Some time passed in this fashion.

**Second Battle of the Companions**

By Nasiri’d-Dín Shah’s order, the evil Mihdí-Qulí Mírzá was commissioned [for war against us], and brought a large army with him. He settled a distance of twelve kilometers away, in a village which apparently was called Afrád or Afrát. As he remarked, he wanted to show his presence, and render a notable service to the Sultan.

The illustrious Quddús stated, “We must attack these gathered soldiers unexpectedly and at night.” The companions prepared forthwith and that very night about two hundred of the ablest were selected. They were led by His Holiness Quddús and the honored Báb – upon both be God’s peace – who rode on horses while others walked quietly, so no one heard their approach until they entered the village. All of a sudden, they attacked and killed a great many [of
the soldiers]. Confounded, Mihdí-Qulí Mírzá fled on a bare-back horse, while many of his men were slain or took to flight.

In midst of these, an accursed one fired a shot at the honored Quddús – upon him be God’s peace – which struck his wonder-dispensing mouth. When the companions witnessed this occurrence, they took His Holiness and returned. They were deeply saddened and despondent because of the injury sustained to the mouth of his holiness, and their victory and triumph turned to sorrow and sadness.

In short, after his return [to the Fort], His Holiness remained indoors, and commenced treating the wound to his blessed mouth.

Time passed thus for a while. The news of the injury to his blessed mouth spread among the people - they even wrote about it to Tehran, and added, “With so few soldiers, we will not be able to dislodge these people [i.e. the Bábís]. There is no other way, except to prepare a large army in the capital and send them here for this purpose.”

It was then that ministers consulted [in Tehran] and decided to array an army five thousand soldiers strong, plus several mounted cannons and several more large guns, and all the necessary lead, powder and shells and to dispatch them.

They came and camped at a distance of three kilometers from the shrine. From all surrounding districts, whoever of the inhabitants had military experience was added to the camp as well. In overall command was ‘Abbás-Qulí Khán, the Sardár Larjání, who placed rank upon rank of men around us, circling and surrounding us like a ring on a finger.

During the time that we were at that location [fort Tabarsí], all provisions were available in copious quantities. However, when company after company of the troops came, they completely blockaded all provisions from us.

At this time, the illustrious Quddús instructed that the companions prepare to make a sudden attack at night. However, since the honored Quddús – upon him be God’s peace – was injured in his blessed mouth and was busy with recovery and general
infirmity had overtaken his sanctified being, he could not participate [in this campaign].

**Third Battle of the Fort’s Companions**
The honored Báb – upon him be God’s peace – led the companions. Two hours before dawn we exited the Fort. Silently, we approached [the military camp] and entered with cries of “Yá Sáhibu’z-Zamán”

Lit. The Lord of the Age, one of the titles of the promised Qá’ím.

62. With unsheathed sabers, we set upon that wretched band. Since the enemy was many and we [i.e. the Bábís] were few, the battle was lost. It was a particularly dark night which resulted in both sides being unable to distinguish [friend from foe]. When sabers were brought down, one could not tell if it stuck one’s own men or the enemy’s. For this reason, a great many were killed – often by the hand of their own side.

**Injury of the Honored Bábu’l-Báb**
In the midst of the battle, the companions learned that the honored Báb – upon him be God’s peace – was struck by a bullet. That news completely robbed them of their strength and caused them to lose heart. They could no longer remain in the battlefield. Therefore, they took the honored Bábu’l-Báb and withdrew [to the Fort]. The companions were scattered. On realizing that his friends and comrades had returned [to the Fort], whoever was left behind, one by one made his way back as well.

There were many of our companions who had received bullet wounds, and had fallen with no strength left in them. After the companions who had not been injured returned, the foes saw and recognized them as not being of their own, and killed them.

At any rate, after the return of the companions who carried with them the honored [Mullá Husayn] – upon him rest God’s
peace – it was only a short moment before the sanctified spirit of that noble person winged its flight to the Sacred Realm.

Of the friends, about fifty had suffered martyrdom. The opponents took their own fallen men and withdrew a distance. The esteemed friends, upon seeing their departure, went to the battlefield and carried back with them the bodies and the remains of the martyrs, among them the honored Mullá ‘Abdu’l-Jalíl and Áqá Mírzá Muhammad-‘Alí, who were martyred in that battle.

That day witnessed a great cataclysm in the shrine of Shaykh Tabarsí. On one side was the honored Báb – upon him be God’s peace – who died as a martyr. On the other side were about fifty of our dearly-cherished companions who in the battlefield had each hastened to the Abode of the Merciful, Almighty God. The sacred remains of some of the martyrs were left in the opposing camp, while the enemy had severed some of their heads and carried these away with them as gifts and prizes.

In short, first the honored Qúddús instructed that a burial shroud be prepared for the honored Báb and that he be buried in the corner of the shrine of Shaykh Tabarsí while still wearing his own garments. He then ordered that the martyrs who had fallen in the enemy’s camp be collected one by one, and brought to the courtyard of Shaykh Tabarsí. He further commanded that on the side of the door that entered the mosque of Shaykh Tabarsí, situated on the eastern flank of the courtyard, a ditch be dug about five or six meters (in length and depth) and that collectively the sanctified remains of the martyrs be placed in that grave, in the same clothes that they had worn [in the battle]. They were placed next to each other and earth was poured over them, thereby hiding their remains.

After the burial of the martyrs, everyone was profoundly sad and despondent, wondering how his own end would come about. Some hearts wavered, since what their frail minds had imagined had

---

63 The two mentioned Bábí martyrs were from Qazvin – the author’s native town. According to The Dawn-Breakers, p. 423, Mírzá Muhammad-‘Alí had attained the presence of the Báb in Shiraz and was one of the Letters of the Living.
not come to pass. The honored Báb, who was their champion, and in the field of battle had shown the greatest valor and peerless leadership, was now gone. Gone were also some of the friends who had fallen in the battle just concluded. In addition to this, food provisions were essentially depleted as well.

Several people left. Included among those was Áqá Rasúlí, a native of Mazandaran who lived in a district known as Bahnamiri. He left together with his people, who numbered about fifty. It so happened that when they departed, the enemy seized them all collectively and each was killed in a different district in that region, thereby spreading the news of their victory, or as they believed, signs of blessings and divine favors for their deeds.

In sum, a mighty clamor and upheaval occurred in that realm. When the enemy saw that the situation was most difficult for us, they attacked en masse. That is, the soldiers who had come from Tehran were situated at a distance of three kilometers and had not come near the shrine [of Shaykh Tabarsí]. They were waiting to see what would befall the Mazandaraní soldiers who had been assembled from the region, who were led by ‘Abbás-Qulí Khán Larjání. It became evident that while some of their soldiers had been killed, much vital strength had left us as well.

Therefore, they began to advance from their locations, and established a new camp for themselves near the shrine of Shaykh Tabarsí, at a distance of approximately five hundred steps.

Until that time, the opposing army had not completely surrounded the shrine, because their number was no more than two or three thousand, and they were insufficient to completely encircle [the Fort]. Subsequently, they had stayed [only] on one side.

One last time, they assembled and further summoned men from all regions of Mazandaran. Together with soldiers from Tehran, they gradually came together and thoroughly encircled us.

The esteemed companions were housed in the courtyard of the shrine of Shaykh Tabarsí. That is, before any hostilities had occurred, day and night all the companions had dug a trench around Shaykh Tabarsí, which had been a fort in previous times. The trench was three meters wide and three meters deep. The [excavated] earth
was thrown behind the trenches and wooden, fortified fences built over it. Turrets were built in six locations and, on rotation, from the rank of companions sharpshooters were selected to man them day and night. The rest of the companions, in groups of five or ten men, had built huts in the shrine’s courtyard. These were made of wood, and the roof was covered by hay to protect them from snow and rain. These makeshifts served as their dwellings. Food and provisions for each person was provided from what had been purchased and from the [war] spoils, and stored in each hut.

After a while, the food ran out. There were some [provisions] in the kitchen of the dwelling occupied by the illustrious Qudus, who instructed that each day one or two šīr 64 [of ration] be given to each person. It went like this until no trace of rice or wheat remained.

All that was then left were several horses belonging to the companions. Each day, two or three of the horses were slaughtered and the meat distributed among the companions.

Before these incidents, the horse used by the honored Báb, upon him rest God’s peace, was tied in the shrine’s courtyard when shot [by the enemy]. Instantly, that horse had become a sacrifice for that distinguished and exalted personage [Mullá Husayn]. Instructions were given for the horse to be buried in the same courtyard. When all the horses had been killed and consumed, [Quddús] ordered that the honored Báb’s horse be exhumed and its flesh distributed. Therefore, the grave of that horse, which outwardly was an animal but in essence had acquired human virtues, were opened and its flesh divided among everyone. The companions ate that meat with the utmost delight and gratitude even though it was spoiled.

After the horse flesh was finished, our ration was limited to the horse skins. The skin of each horse was torn into pieces, divided among all, and then fried over the fire and consumed like kabob – chewed and eaten.

64 A measure of weight in Iran, corresponding to 75 grams.
After the horse skins were finished, all that was left were the bones from the horses. These too were divided among everyone and each bone was fried over the fire, smashed and consumed with some warm water. In such wise, the pangs of hunger were dealt with.

The enemy now numbered ten or twelve thousand strong, and had gathered from all districts and locations in that region. They camped nearby. The governor at that time was Mihdí-Qulí Mírzá, and he left the town and settled in nearby. The soldiers were divided and situated on all four sides of the companions. For each division of soldiers a commander was appointed, and one each prepared a fortification for his soldiers. Moreover, they raised what they called bastions and placed the cannons on top of them.

Of the condition and the situation of the companions in the shrine, they had gathered and shared detailed information. They knew especially that our food provisions had been completely depleted, saying, “To the point that even desert weeds, to wet their mouths, are not available and are denied to them.” They [i.e. the military] had also cut off the flow of water that filled the trenches [around the Fort].

No one was able to go out [of the Fort] and even wild vegetation was unattainable. The situation had become most difficult.

In short, after the troops were in place, they began firing guns from all directions and bombardment by cannons and artilleries which they had trained [towards the Fort]. The shells would ascend high and land in the Fort’s courtyard, and upon contact would go into the ground about a half meter, then explode and kill several men in its range.

At any rate, a long while passed in this fashion, while the companions were thoroughly robbed of their vitality to even step outside the aforementioned shrine. Their principle injury occurred

---

65 The original term may mean the commanding officer.
66 The Persian word is actually a term borrowed from English, which is why it appears somewhat unfamiliar to the author.
with the martyrdom of the honored Báb, upon him be God’s peace, who was the heart of the contingent world. With his death, the heart of the companions collapsed and withered completely as well.

[It appears that a section of the narrative is missing at this point. This section must have covered the final stage of the Bábí struggle at Shaykh Tabarsí, the deceit of the military leaders in drawing out the besieged, and the ensuing massacre of the remaining defenders of the Fort. The section that follows, however, appears to be the concluding segment of the aftermath of the conflict at Shaykh Tabarsí, where a list of various martyrs is provided. Translator.]

... [From Qazvin, there were:] Áqá Mírzá Muhammad-‘Alí, who was the esteemed son of the late Hájí Mullá ‘Abdu’l-Vahhab; Áqá Muhammad-Mihdí Bághbán-Báshí, who was among those individuals who was alive until the end, and who, when the companions’ food was reduced to horse meat and the skin and bones of the horses, this humble youth did not touch a morsel of food for seventeen days, and would only satisfy himself by drinking some warm water, until he finally drank the draught of martyrdom; Áqá Siyyid Ahmad Zargar; Hájí Mullá Muhammad-‘Alí Lahardí; Karbalá’í Hájí Muhammad; Karbalá’í Muhammad-‘Alí; and this lowly Hájí Nasír.

And from Zanjan: Áqá Núr-Muhammad; Karbalá’í Ibráhím; Karbalá’í Ismá’íl; and Karbalá’í Muhammad-‘Alí.

And from Adharbayjan: Mullá Muhammad Khú’í; Mullá Mihdí Khú’í; Mullá ‘Abdu’l-Jalíl Urúmiyih, and these three were among the most devoted, constant and firm believers; Mullá Ahmad, surnamed Abdál; Mullá Yúsuf Ardabílí; Karbalá’í Hasan Mílání; and Karbalá’í Hájí Muhammad Mílání.

And from Ardistan: Áqá Muhammad-Husayn; Mírzá Muhammad-‘Alí Khayyát [the tailor]; Mírzá ‘Abdu’l-Vása‘; and Áqá Mírzá Mihdí.

And from Tehran: Mullá Muhammad Mihdí Kandí; Mullá Báqír Kandí; Ridá Khan; and Mullá Hasan Bajistání.

Other martyrs: Hájí Muhammad ‘Arab; and Shaykh Muhammad ‘Arab.
I had recorded the names of the martyrs at that time, and I have now listed one hundred and forty-two of them for the friends. If more names come to mind after this [writing], I will record them in the margins as well. Otherwise, the most exalted cohorts, whose names are inscribed on the Preserved Tablet, will be made known and manifest to the contingent world at His own time.

The Almighty God willing, many of those, high or low, who have risen from the beginning of this Manifestation until now, which is only a short period, to extinguish the Light of Oneness, have been sent to the lowest abasement of hell and have tasted the greatest disgrace. I cherish the hope that the remaining adversaries who have been left on the pages of days would soon discard their pharaoh’s garment for a new garment of poverty and destitution. Nay, may this pure earth be cleansed from the filth of these evil men, and may celestial trees and evidences appear in their place.

[The surviving portion of Hájí Násí’s narrative on the events at Shaykh Tabarsí concludes at this point. What follows is a section pertaining to the author’s ordeals in Qazvin and the machinations that led to his arrest. Therefore, it may be reasonable to conclude that a large segment of the narrative outlining the intervening events has been lost as well. Translator.]

Chapter Seventeen

Regarding the circumstance and time that this lowly one planned to set out for Gilan in order to collect the promissory notes that I had with various people: when I decided on this journey to Gilan, I

---

67 While the present translator is uncertain how this incident in the life of Hájí Nasír unfolded, it may well be reasonable to conclude that the events described in this section are a prelude to his imprisonment in Tehran.

68 Like many other financial communities, the merchants in Iran often traded their goods for promissory notes, which drew a certain amount of interest in addition to the original capital. In the absence of modern day regulatory agencies, often collection against such financial instruments for minorities, particularly Bahá’ís, posed a considerable challenge to the merchants.
prepared ten loads of silk goods to take with me, so I would have them as necessary means towards the collection of drafts.

At any event, after the goods were prepared, I contacted a muleteer and entrusted the loads to him, and from the same muleteer rented steeds for myself and my attendant. However, I was thoroughly unaware of the schemes that satanic men were concocting behind the veils.

Before all of this, a certain group had gone from Yazd to Tehran to complain to the Sultan about the suppression and persecutions brought about by their governor. At that time, the Sultan’s Prime Minister was the Sadr-ʿAẓam – may he be cursed – and this vicious man swayed the mind of that infidel [i.e. Yazd’s governor]. He had wanted to disperse that band of men and prevent them from informing the Sultan of the oppression and tyranny of the governor, since the governor’s deeds had been at the Sadr-ʿAẓam’s request.

Therefore, the Sadr-ʿAẓam had remarked to the Sultan, “A band of these Bábís have gathered in the capital, and it is absolutely against the interests of the victorious government for them to be here, as they may cause injuries.” Subsequently, the Sultan instructed for that group to be dispersed, and his order was carried out. In fact, as soon as they were labeled as such [i.e. were called Bábí or Bahá’í], they dispersed of their own accord. The reason was that in those days as soon as someone was labeled as such, even if he was not [a Bábí], he would be subjected to the Shah’s reprimand and punishment.

After that group was dispersed, the governor of Qazvin, who was named Hájí Hasan-ʿAlí Khan Khúʾí, and was tarrying in the

---

69 It is known that the author was a silk merchant. However, the original term pilahvarí can be either a reference to silk or to general hucksters of interest to the haberdashers.

70 According to Mihdi Bamdad, Sharḥ Hāl Ṭāʾal Iran, vol. 1, p. 354, Hájí Hasan-ʿAlí Khan Khúʾí Ájúdán-Bāshí was dismissed from office in 1264 AH [1848] and died in 1277 AH [1860]. It does not seem likely, however, that the same person is intended, yet the present translator has been unable to locate any reference to another governor with the same name.
government-house in Tehran at that time, was summoned for a private conversation with the Sadr-A’zam. He had described the essence of the situation, adding, “From such a town [Yazd], several people had come with complains and protests against the governor, who was charged with a certain mission. Therefore, to protect my own interests, I accused them of being Bábí, and, with the Shah’s consent, dispersed them. However, it is now necessary that outwardly my claim about these belligerent people should appear to be true before the Shah. Since in Qazvin there are some of these Bábís, you should tell your men to seize one or two of them and to send them here, so that I may present them to the Shah in support of my contention that these people are hostile.”

At this, Hájí Hasan-‘Alí Khan wrote to his son, Naqí Khán. At that time, there was great camaraderie and unity between Hájí Mírzá Mufid, the Shaykhu’l-Islam, and Hájí Hasan-‘Alí. Therefore, the governor wrote him also, “Kindly join hands with Naqí Khán and locate one or two natives of that town who are accused of this appellation [i.e. being Bábí]. Seize and dispatch them to Tehran.”

These two men, namely, Hájí Mírzá Mufid the Shaykhu’l-Islam and Naqí Khán, son of Hájí Hasan-‘Alí, inquired of some of the town’s mischief-makers, and in turn, those individuals, out of their innately base character, named this unworthy dust [Hájí Nasír]. They said to Hájí Hasan-‘Alí Khán’s men, who were Hájí Mírzá Mufid and Naqí Khán, “This person belongs to that group [i.e. the Bábís].” In short, they manifested whatever enmity and hostility they harbored in their hearts. However, they also were told from outside [of Qazvin], “This person has prepared and left for a journey to Gilán.”

[The narrative of Hájí Nasír ends abruptly at this point. Translator.]
Appendix

The following is the original text of Hájí Nasír’s narrative as presented in Tārīkh Samandar, pages 501-520:

که در خدمت بوده جنب سلسله او برای افزایش نیافته و به‌دلیل ایجاد به‌سزایی که خود در آن داشته بوده به بی‌توجهی و تبه‌گرک اسب سواری شما را با شیخ‌ریزی که دوری به بنده افتاده و پی‌رفته آن سواری که به‌معنای داشته‌اند درون بنده پیشان نزد و ریزی از ما خواهند نموده که در دو برخالا زم است اشیاء دیگر بخواهید زیراک در سر سفیر میشیم و انگلی به‌اختیار می‌دخواهی نموده اید که اکثری از خلق عادوت خاطر با ما به‌هم رسیده اند لیکن این درچی‌ز بر ما واجب ولا زم است خسرو بیک در جواب از کردا ازائه که به‌نذری نگهبانان هستم و شغل ما در سواری و کارزار است که به‌معنای از جنب‌های شما تا نزد می‌نامیم که بان و اتمه ظفر یافتن بردنشن با خود داشته باشید و بالا سیماب و شمشیر نیست سهل است به‌جفت لوازم برست و دیگر شمشیر دیگر به‌خدمت شما بندگی می‌نامیم در آن وقت گذار سلام الله عليه نظره الله دقتی اشاره فرمودند گذار میرزا محمدمطلب خراسانی از عقب خنجری به پشت آن طعون
بعد از اینکه حركة نمودند و عازم شدند هر قدر ممکن نمودند که برآید راهی که عتیق خلق در او را به نهاد سپرد. ممکن برد در این بین شخصی نمودار شد از او سفیر ال نمودند. در این حوالی جانی و تریه هست که آبادانی در او بوده باشد که اقلا امشاب از او تریف نماید در جواب عری کرد قهرمانی که نزدیک واقع باشد نیست گر در اینجاست یا بقمه ای هست که اورا تشیع طبری می آماد ولی آبادی بر از دهاب پابه پاب نمودند همانجا خیست کل اصحاب فائغ از آن بودند که فرمایش ایشان از روزی بصره می‌ویتمگاه خرده‌شان و اصحاب‌شان در هر مکان باید ظاهر بشود.
شروع باره بحساب ظاهر آن شخص دليل ایشان شده ایشان را و اصحاب ایشان را بآن ازن طبق رسید و از شب ثغیر تخمیناً سه ساعت گذشت بهرد که وارد از مکسیدند آن شب را در آن نکان بسر بردند.

فصل پازدهم

در دخیل بقیمه شیخ طبرسی علی الصباح که از این شرق دیده می‌گزند شروع با آهنگ اذان نمودند و بعدهد اصحاب نازغیرفته گاردید و بی‌تکرار شتائیت با انتظار الیجات و بدریدند و بیش از آن فدوشیت دوازده ماه در ایستا و عزیر جیر و وشکام دنیوی می‌بود فی جهت از است و نجیار و بی‌COVERY و دلاد و حداد و بی‌یار و دایم و جعماست فضلا و اکابر و گزگز از عزیر جیر مرتبت بود لذا با وزیر نموده اول در دور بر آن تلهم بیان برج ترکیب وادیدن که فنگزد در آنجا مسکن نمودند در محافظت و محارب و سایر اصحابهم جمع آوری خود نموده با اعتقاد آنکه در کشتین خسر و اهل شهر بر ما خواهند شورید تاجد روزبهین

سیاق
سیاق منتظر آن بودند که البته خواهند با جامعه بر سرما آمدند جناب باب سلام الله علیه با اطمنان قلب مکرکرلا علی الله ایشان را تسکی میداد که بفضل وقامت حضور نژادیل بالا معلوم نمی‌توانند نمود تا اینکه روب و خفو این سلسله بلای شاک آن بلاد انتاد که از ایشان در دنیا برخورد می‌زیدند و جنای تصور نموده بودند که ماها بقایه با سر بررسی ایشان خواهیم یخید و قتل وقایع از ایشان خواهیم نمود لآن بود که این چرا از ما واژرسک ماموران دنها به دنها در مکه خاطرات خود به درمان‌نیمه قریه می‌گذشته که در جو میلی راه را اینچین بود اینها شروع کردن به آدم و ندارند و مکالمه نمودند من جهت نظر خانی بود در تمیم فرضین آن تلیمان صاحب ایل وسیرند بود و همین بنا نموده نبودند او وسایر اشخاصی به وارده می‌مودند دیدن مهربان مستقل وبا منیشی که سخن های ما همه از روی بصیرت ریشتر دنیا نمی‌آزند قرآن را عفاف و پاتنگ حرکت بینمایند اینکه شما راج را بدرد که اینها جامعه اراذل و اوانشان انکه در فقر تصدی شده جمع‌شده اند بجیب جمع آوری خارف‌نزینه یکنون است بلکه تقلیلان و فعالیت طابعیت بشیرمرات حمیدی (ص) آنی از ذکر خدا غافل نیستند. بعد از اینکه آواره
(505)
آوازه، خصال حمیده این بنیگواران در قلوب اکثر خلقت، از ناحیه اهل شهر هم بنای مراوده گزارده دسته به دسته می‌آید، استفاده برخی مطلب میدنند و جناب ایشان فراخور مریم جواب می‌گوینند تا اینکه جنابی براین گذشت.

تشریف فرمایی حضرت قدوس به علمه

حضرت قدوس سلام الله عليه که دarserی تشریف داشتند، تشریف آمده بظمه در نهایت عز وجلال ومقاوم نشستند حضرت قدوس و جناب باب الباب سلام الله عليهم در میان مسجد و بقیه شیخ طبرسی پور و سایر اصحاب در میان صحن دست به دست در اکل وشرب باهم بودند و بم هم که داخل اصحاب بودند، کلته از صدر جلال استعما نموده بودند از دور بلاد آمدند منجمه از خرود مازنداران پدر یکصد نفر آمدند و سایر بلاد از تزیون آن، بیبیدان و اصفهان و خرمشهر و محالات و عمارات هم بقید حضرت یانسند نفر تخمین اجتماع خلقت شد و جنابی به گذشت قدوس دعایی مرقوم فرموده بیکی از اصحاب دادند که میبری به‌فلان مكان که رود خانه‌های که آب آن روسته شهر میرفته دریمان آن رود اندیخته مراجم می‌پردازد ایشان مصوب

داشت و .
(۰۰۱)

درست و نامه‌ای هم به‌اهل شهر نوشتن دارال قرآن که
ضمن آن این برد بر سپايل اختصاره‌کرده مارا پیمان و
سلطان میان‌مدان و بایداد ما نمایید کافر و حربه ما را فیه‌ز
می‌دانند و خیر میان‌مدان و بجنس ما نمایید کافر. ازسر آن
دعا ازحیرت سکوال کردن فرودند آن دعا که در خل
رودخانه سما ارپی آن رود اهل شهر میخورند بخت‌الله و
خروش می‌این بحد نوشتن آن دعا و اندانتن برود خانه
و مرفوع فرودن نامه با نان می‌خورین به‌سوری ایشان که اهل شهر
خروش برآورد لکر و عسکری فراید آوردیم آخرتی آمده‌نستی ما و
در قربه جوازکی متشدد که قربه ندارخانه برود فرود آمده‌ند در
فراد اوجنک واقع شد به‌دون آنکه خرد آتایان تشیریف
بی‌وردند یا اینکه جناب باب سلام الله علیه تشیریفی دامشت
الحال درست درنوز نیست.

جنگ اول اصحاب قلمعه

النابل عسكر معاندین بقدیر دردانانفر برند در که
جنگ واقع شد بقیدر پزدانی که اصحاب ریختند بر سر
آنها تار و پری‌هنه را در دیده و بشاری از آنها را بقتل
رسانیدند دابقی دیگر قرار بر فرار نموده یکنفر وحشمند در آن
قره‌
قریب‌نماند لباس این مورد که هرگونه اموال در آن قربه‌هست
بنیستند پیام‌رسید که اصحاب ریختند اموال بسیاری و آن را به
کنون ی از برخی و گنبد و سایر جبهات و لباس‌های مرده بود
آوردند بعد از این که آن‌ها از درب و پنجره که متعلق
به‌آن‌ها بود کلاً را کنده آوردند حتی آجر و آهک.

الفرزند، آن قربه‌های با پسمانده مهر مورد که آثاری از آن
قربه‌نماند و نظر پنجره در قرار نموده در جنگ دیگر شسلط
نمودند تا اینکه گر این واقعه به‌طرف ارها و جوانه رسید که
این سلسله‌های غربی و هم‌آمد به‌خاطر از اشخاص بخشال او
درانتادند که این سلسله جنگ و ظرف برافقت پس من‌لوم می‌شد
که پس خندن و حکما ایشانست تا اینکه شروع نمودند به آمده
وشد و برجده نمودند مدی محتوا بر این گذشت.

جنگ درم اصحاب

مهدیقلی خیبری بام‌های کوش از جانب سلطان
که نام‌داری فرشته بود ترارشده بود هم‌آورد و جمع‌گری
با خود آورده در دو فرستمی فرود آمد که اسم آن قربه
را ظاهراً افراد با اعراف مینامند دنبال می‌گفت رود خوش خواست
اظهار حیاتی نماید و وردت نمایانی بسلطان نموده باشد
که حضرت.

- ۲-
(۵۰۸)

که حضرت قدس فرمودند بدیع پایین جمعه شبیخوین، ان که
آنها اصحاب به‌خود را دیده در همان شب می‌پذیرد ویست
نفر از اصحاب زیده و منتخب نموده باخورد حضرت قدس
و جناب باب سلام الله علیهم گویی سوارشدن مابقی دیگر
مجموع بیدار به آمانتی رفتند که احیدی تنهمید در عورش‌ا
تا آنها وارد آن قربه شدند بویت برسر ایشان رختشند رقش
پس از این مه در آن دننه نمودند که مهدی کی میرزا اینقد در
نبرد که بسیار جلد ایشان شدند و فرماندهند و رنگ بی‌حال ایشان
چه کشتی شدند ویه اکثری فرمانشند در آن سیل دنرنسی
تیراند اختیت بسیار قدس سلام الله علیه و آن تیشر
یدهان معجزه‌بیان حضرت رسیده اصحاب شاهده آن حالت
نمودند حضرت را پرداشت مراجعت نمودند بوسیله نیز خود
حضرت بدهان مبارکان بسیارغناک و طول شدند فتح و
ظرف یانشان مبدل بچم واندوه گردید. خلاصه بعد از
مراجعه و رسیدل فرمان‌نتیجه شروع نمودند در مصاحبه ده‌ان
مبارک حضرت یی‌ندکا به‌محین ممالک و آوازه پیش‌خوردن
دغدگان مبارک حضرت را انتشار دادند به‌هم‌خلق حتی
بطریان نوشند و نوشند که با این قلت عمار که‌کاره
این قوم را نتوان نمود جز اینکه لشکر کتیری ازدار خلافه‌
میباشد و ارسال فرمودن که‌ی نمیست آن برده که وزارت
صلحت رادر
صلحت رادراين راداها که بقدر پنج هزار عسكر تهیه یم برند
و گردید توب وی رهایی بار توانخانه از ترب و بازورت
و قربانه نیازه آورده روانه نمودند تا اینکه آمدنده درنیم فر
آن بثم فرود آمدنده واهله آن بود هم آنده از ساکر تلی
دوست ازکل محلات جمع نموده ایوان جمعی عباسیه‌یان
سیردار ازکن شده ایشان هم قریق فویج آده اطیر اقرار
واکاف مارا ملک نگیش اشتر اجلاه نمودند ودر عصر
آن مدکه در آن مکان توافق بود مايختاج بقدر و رفع ازکرس
امیا مکن بود ولی ایشان عسكر که فویج آمدنده سرب
كل مايختاج از ما نمودند درایندین حضرت قرین امر
فرودند که اصحاب تهیه خود را به برند که شهیشون
پاییزن وارد بایزند از اینکه بیان قدس سلام الله عليه
تیر به‌همان مارکشان تروده بود و شغول بعلاجمه او
بودند وضع به دنی در‌جس مارکشان عاری بود نتوانستند
خود تشريف بیاورند.

بنگه سوم اصحاب قلبه

بنگ‌بای باب سلام الله عليه اصحاب نیا برد اشت عنوان
یصیح مانده از بقمه در آمده باهستی روا گردید ند همینه
و اردور ایشان شدند آغاز بندک باصاحب الزمان بلند
نیوده
تیرخوردهن جناب باب الباب

در این بین اصحاب مطلع شدند که جناب باب السلام الله عليه تیر پیشان رسوده قرن ایشان بالهر عجل و بشکدل پشتی، گردیده دیگر نترستند در میدان کازار زشتیا راجاب باب الباب عليه السلام را برداشتند و سپس مردن دادند راجاب فهمه چون پرماهند بودند هریک که پاژ مانده بود مشاهده گردید که یاران و رفیقان ترخورده زمام داند ایشان یک یک مردمت نمودند. به‌سیا برد اصحاب به تیرخورده بود رقیق درتشان باتی بود و لی انتاد و رود از ضعف قادر بمراحت نورد بعد از مردمت اصحاب با صاحب البند محاندن ایشان را دیدند و تنخندن که از کسان خردشان نیست بقتل رسیدند.

باری
باری بعد از ورود اصحاب و منزل رسانیدن جناب
سلام الله عليه لحظهٔ تشکید که زوج مطهر گناب باب (۴) به آمادهٔ پروندهٔ ارحاب هم بقدر نپنداشت نفر
شهید شده اند و معانیدین کسان خود را برداشتند
تقدیر از آن مکان عقب نشستند که ارحاب گرام ماهیت
رفتن اوان را نمودند وقتی بدن و احساس شده نار
را به شکر گفتند آوردند مجدّه جناب ملاصدِ طلیل و آباعبد
مطهر شده گناب باب بر یک طرف جناب باب سلام الله
علیه شهید شده از طرفی بقدر دنباله‌ی ارحاب گرام
در میدان کارزار بدر که پوزش نهالجلاط پیوسته اند
و تنهای مطهر ایشان در میان اروندی مخالفین افتاده
سردکار بعضی شهدا راجب تذکره و مذاکای مخالفین
ارتشان بدانموده اند و باخورد برده اند.
باری در اول جناب قدوس (۴) امر فرمود که جناب
باب (۴) را بامنا لباس که در مرکز بارکشان بود گناب
برای ایشان ترتیب داده در زایه به دلیل شیخ طبرسی دفن
نمودند و امر فرمود که شهدای مزبور راکه در اردوی
مخالفین در اثر اوان افتاده بودند یک یک جمع
نموده به این شیخ طبرسی آوردند جمع نمودند و امر فرمودن
که
که در طرف دی‌بی که داخل مسجد شیخ طبری می‌نشستند، سمت شرقی در حسین شیخ طبری سرزین را تختیتاً بکشید بنج شیخ رع (عرضاً و طولاً) حفر نموده اجمال طیب شهید رامجوع در آن مكان با همان لباس در پیش خود گردیده چیه و خالک بر سر ایشان ریخته پنهان نمودند، و بعد از نزدیک دفن شده مجمع مهموم و غناک بنده که عاقب ای ایشان یکجا متنیت می‌شد و تلخ بعضاً منزلزل می‌شد به‌واسطه اینک‌اندیه را که بی‌مثلاً ناقص خود شمران تخلیه نموده بودند بعمل نیابت و جناب باب که رئیس بود گر و در میدان کازیار کارسازی تام و تمام از آن‌جانب غافر، میشد ایشان رفتند و محضی اصحاب هم در جنگ اراکه هشید. شدن واز طرفی آر زنه خرابکی بالمره تمام شده چنین‌‌داد نفری بیرون رفتند درجه آتارسپلی برد از اهل بازنده نکر، در حال آنکه دکتر که سعی به به‌مری برد، بنا کسان عحدود بقدر نیم‌نفر بیرون رفتند و قضاهمگی بیرون رفتند ساندین ایشان را مجموآ گرفتند و مهرب رادر سلی از اصل‌های آن‌بلاش متعلق رسانیدند که آرازه ایشان از پاب غله شدن و باعث مد خود تیم و تیرکا برگشتند. بیرون دامنه بعمل آوردند. خلاصه غلفه و آشوب معظیم در آن‌بلاد واقع شد ساندین دیدند که کار بر ما بسیار تنگ‌می‌شد.
تنگ شده هجوم عمام نجوم ندید باین معنی عساکری که از ظهور آن به‌طور دو تیم فرسنگی واقع بودند هنوز بنزدیگی بقیه‌های نیاوردند منتظر آن بودند که به بینند این عساکری که از این زمان از مجموع شده بودند و سرگروه‌نشان عانتی خان نرگذشته این جمع معنی عساکری عرف شده روی قوین ورقی دیگر در به‌دراسته باقی نماند به‌نارازند از نکات‌های خود حکمت نودن و در نزدیکی بقیه‌های شیخ طبریسی که بقدر پانصد تا هردمینا قفامت ۳۳۴ داشت رحل انت‌نام نمودند تا آن‌زمان سپاه مخالی این اطراف بتعم را احاطه نموده بودند زیرا که عدد ایشان از دروسه هزار نفر زیاده‌ی نبود که بتوانند در کل اطراف با بسته در یک طرف واقع بودند و برف‌های آن از اجتماع نمودند از کل بلاد ماژول آن و عساکری که از ظهور آن بود بی‌دریچه جمع شدند در کل اطراف ما قرار گرفتند و اصباح گرام‌هم که در بقیه‌های به‌دراسته از شیخ طبریسی سکت داشتند باین معنی قبل از وقوع جنگ‌ها واقع شد از استه بود که اصباح روزها و شب‌ها در تادی‌ش به‌سر نمودن در راحت‌سینه بر زعتر و در عمق هم بقدر سه دزه و خاکریزی در بخش قلمه و ولالی اوجی نموده بودند و در رشته‌ی موضوع برجا‌گذنی
برجهایی ترتیب داده بودند که تیراندازی اصحاب در آن برچسب شده و روز برتختی نه به کمیک میکسدند و سایر اصحاب درمان صحن بقیه هریج نفر ونه نفر بامطلاع که گالش مسئله و ترتیب داده بودند از جنوب و بالای او، بیشتر حظی بر فرد هزاران از فرماندهان که از اهیای و غنیمئت آروده بودند داشتند در آنان (عرض) مدیت بالدر، تمام شده تا اینکه در طایف خانه حضرت قد تر دهد بود فرمودند تا یک مناسک سیر درسر به ره یک قسم میدادند تا اینکه زره از برتگاه و گنبد جنبید ضحکر ترید پدید رأس اسکن درمان اصحاب بوده روز دو روز رأس از آنان شب کرده درمان اصحاب قسمت میدادند. تا نتیج این دیدن علایم اسب بیناباب سلام الله عليه از تیر مسادین دین درصین بیتمه بیسته بودند زخم خریده، در الفجر بندی آن برگزار عالی‌شده پرگیده بوده، و امر فرموده بودند که آخر خیابان را در همان صحن بقیه دفن نموده تا آذمن اسپاها را کشته و تمام شده بود فرمودند که اسب بیناباب (۴) راکد داشته نموده اید پگشایید گروست اورا تقسیم نمایید. لذا این و بیناباب ظاهری راک در پایتخت منسی از او هم‌بینا گشت گشوده و گروست اورا تقسیم نموده اصحاب تناول نمودند و حال ۱۴.۱
و حال آنکه تمام برداشته بود یک‌مال حب و لطافت خوردن بی‌باری بعد از اتمام گوشت اسبها ضحسر شد به پیش‌بینی آنها بود اسبها را باره بهار کردن قسمت کردن و در روی آتش برشته کرده برطور کباب بدن ان کشیدن کباب دان چاپیده و برده بعد از اتمام بود اسبها ضحسر شد با استحکام آنها راه تمیم کرده مهربان در روی آتش سخن کرده و کمیته کردن در روی آتش را گرو گرو نشانه گرفتند و این محل که بهترین دو دو زمین از اطراف و اکتفا جمع شده در آن خوالی مقر گرفتند و حکم آن زمان که مصلحتی میرزا بود از شهر بیرون آمد در آن وادی منزل نمود و سردار را تقسم نموده در شهمار از اصحاب نرود پرند و در هر طرف از عساکر سربازی‌داران نموده گواستند و هریک سنگری از پردار عسكر خود ترتیب تمیم نمودن و باصطلاب خودشان با سپاهی مرتفع نموده و تویها در حالی انصاب کردن و از اوضاع و احوال اصحاب بقیه‌های گاه‌ها و اطلاع به‌سرپرستی بودند که آدوئه مکاکات از هر قیلم از ایشان تنظیم شده به‌دیده‌که علف صخری من باب گل‌های از بورای ایشان مکن نیشوند که قطع نموده بودند ژنی که از بورای بی‌مان خندق حفر شده ترتیب داده بودند ژنی که می‌شنید اند‌اختند و یک‌نفر قادر بر فرتن بیرون از چهار تصمیم نمودن
نمودن گیاهی مکن نبود باین قسم امر را پرایشان نشان گرفته و خلاق به سپاس از انجام دادن نمودن از جوانی پیش از کردن نشان داده شده و توهین کرد و تنها که ترتیب‌بندی مجدد جهت پرورش آدم برای میانی بده در میان همینه هستیت بیشترین مکان نادر نبودند که توقف نمایش کردن گفته می‌شد ولی این جهت پرورش یا منابع هستیت به میانه اتصال داشت و انجام این با توجه به تعدادی بخصوص انجام بردار و با مسند شرایط مورد حمایت و سعید، نیازمند جایگاه و انجام نهادن که توقف تقویت به بیرون گذارند و پس از همه، نشان داده شده و شرایط شدید بود که قلب عالم، مرگ از میان رنگ تقلب انجام هم در کل بیشترد.

جانب آن‌ها در اثر جناب باب بی‌سرلسله و داماده و آقا محمد مهی باغبانی‌اش که از آنجا استفاده که تا واخوا بود مرگ و میران برای انجام استفاده کردن گردد بگیرند اسب و بی‌ست اسب و استفاده‌ای از این جهان خاص در عرض ۷۲ روز، لیکه و نه‌ارنگی از این طریق، حل نمود مگر باب را گری داری نموده تا شهرت شهادت بچه و آتاناسیس احمد زیگر و حاجی ملک‌محمدعلی النبائی و کریمی حاجی مه‌ب کریمی‌خانی ۱۲۰۷
وکریلاتی مسعودی از اول الحاج بعض و از اهل زنجان آنان نورمحمد وکریلاتی ابراهیم وکریلاتی اسماعیل و کریلاتی محمدعلی و خواه از ایرانیان ملا محمد خوئین و ملا محمدی
زوئی و ملا عبد الجهاد آریوشی که این هر ماه از طرف اسکندریه
و ایجادبه قبیل و سابقه این و ملا محمد طلبی به ایجاد و
ملا يوسف اردبیلی وکریلاتی حسن میلانی و کریلاتی حاجی
محمد میلانی و خواه از استان آتامحمد حسین و میرزا محمد
علي خیاط و میرزا مهدی و آنا امیر مهدی و از ایجاد
طهران ملا محمد مهدی کندی و ملا باغی کندی و ضایع
و ملا حسن بجستنی خانه اسماعیل شهدای خوی محمد عرب
رشید محمد عرب که یکم و چهل دو نفر اسماعیل شهدایی
در آن زمان بود داشته بودن‌در دوستان رسانیده
اگر بود اینها دختر پدر نخست ورود رضاleet عرض
خواهند کرد و الا دار متنم خودش اولیه عطام که در لوح
مخفوی به‌فدا اند در عالم شهرد بمعنی ظهیر خواهند
آورد انشاء الله تمامی و از بوده و ظهور در این اشخاصی
که هم‌بسته در اطلاع نور احکام این که قبیله
گذشته از ایالی و دنا باسلام نیزان و اصل شده اند
و ایجاد به حجم مثل این گردیده اند امیدوارم که باقی
دیگر از مخالفین که در صحنه روزگار هستند بزودی از این
لباس
لباس نفرتیت در آمده و لباس فقر و ناقص دریشدند بلکه این اراضی طیه از خبرات این ملاکین پاک گردند و اشجار ونار می‌شوند که فرس نموده اند ظاهر شود.
فصل هندهم

در کیفیت ارضاع زمانی که حاتم فزایت گیلان نموده بود دم بجهت جمع آوری تنخواره که نزد بعضی از اشخاص بود به از اینکه اراده گیلان خواسته نمایی تقدیر ده بار شوا بیاب مره برهم که به‌طور در گیلان با خود داشته باشم بجهت مصالح جمع آوری تنخواره لازم بود. خرمش به‌اصنف‌های آوردن مکاری دیده تحول اوردر م و از برای خود و المان خرد حال سواری از این مکاری ابزار نعم درلی از به‌سرد به‌سپریجه اطلاع نداده که شیاطین‌گاه در مه‌های خیالند قبی از اراضی مکاری از ماه بسرباخت جبر و تمدن در هم بلدان آنده بودند برهران که بعث سلطان بر سانند وان زمان وزیر اعظم سلطان مسکن مدار و علم الله مندی درمان او یاد بود واقع شده بود. ولیعید به‌جزاین کن دردست آن شتی بود. خوا بود که آن جمعت را دوی نماید که بعث سلطان بر سانند از جبر و تتمدی نمودن آن حاکم نیزرا که تصرف حسکه به‌خواهش مسکن بوده در یارن بلد. لا چرخ خود صادر اعظم اعتراف به سلطان
سلطان رساییده که یک دسته از سلسله بابیه دراین بلندت مجتهدان تصالح دژته تاهره دریون ایشان بهبیوجست.

مادر آسیبی برسانند امر آرا سلطان در سبیده که آن جمعیت را برآکنده ناپید وتعدادی به‌بین‌گیرند این اسم آن اشکار خود بی‌روش گردانده شده‌اند. به درآمد آن‌ها، سخن‌سازان اگر این اسم در روز هرکس اکرچه نیروی باشد. کیف‌اردن ده سیاست رفع‌پادشاهی بودند. افراد به‌دراین آن جمعیت برآکنده شدند از این طرف بحاکم تزرین که حاکم‌اند. خسن‌ملی خان گویه‌ی ملیتی داشت در بروشود راه‌های این روش شدید مراظم ایشان را به‌خوبی تحویل و حشر ال‌بابیشان ابراز نموده‌اند از انقلان بلج جمع‌ی آن‌ها بودند. گوشه و شکاکی نلار حاکم که ما ملیتی داشت این‌که از هما تصالح کار خود به‌سرعت بابیشان زده با اسم بابیت پادن سلطانیان برآکنده نموده‌اند ره در این اساسی پیروزی‌نامه‌که قرار از بسی‌ان درباره حضرات عارضین بخصوص ظاهر قد آیسید لا چر در تژنهم از این سلسله بابیه مستند به این نوشته که یکی در فراران اشخاص گیرند بفرستندکه دراین ولا بد چالک پادشاه بدنه به‌دستان بادشاه زده بی‌شود که عزیز صن سلطان درباره عارضین یک‌نبوی به‌هان احاجی خسن‌ملی خان بولد خود دوختی خان نوشته و درآن زمان‌های بابیه حاجی میرزا افیدت.

شیخ الاسلام
شیخ الاسلام هم باحاجی حسنشیخ خان خصوصیت نام و تمام بود به دره به نوشته‌که شما بانک خان دست بست داده یک دو نفر از اهل آن بلد که شش به باین اسم هستند گرفته‌اند و روانه دارالخلافه نماید و آن دو نفر که حاجی میرزا خیم‌سید شیخ الاسلام و نقش خان ولد حاجی حسنشیخ خان برده باشند از مخصوص اشخاص یکی بلند استنسار نمودند و ایشان‌هم از شکنیت جنس خود بی‌جان چنان نمودند که از این اشخاص که را قلداد نماید بالا به یکنام این ذره بی‌مثا راز نسرد و بسیار اضافه حسنشیخ خان که حاجی میرزا خیم‌سید و نقش خان برده باشند زندگی که تلاکس آیین سلسله است باربد هرگزی و مرضی که روزیانشان انبات نموده برند ظاهر نمودند از اخراج استنسار نموده بودند که تلامیس کاریارفودرا دیده و عزمیت قیام نموده مرتفع و موید برتداربر خویه گروید این عبدالنامی عبدالصادم صدایی اول شوال هلال سنه 1382 2 فروردین 1382 تاریخ متصاعد الی الله آقای میرزااعدالحسین سبندار زاده متصاعد الی الله آخوند ملا امیر علم الرباخه اله و حجاجی نصیر شهید روحی لتربه الفداء مقابله و مطالبه شده. مثنی محفل

ombre قطاع الله صادقی
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